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52.297 people joined The Global Boardroom

The inaugural edition of The Global Boardroom was an instant hit. With 107 speakers and

52.297 attendees the results were above expectation.

A note from Orson Francescone, Managing Director, FT Live

From 12 - 14 May, the Financial Times and TNW, brought together a truly remarkable

convergence of minds, intellects and influencers in an unprecedented fashion.

This crisis has hit the entire world fast, very fast. We have been, and still are, desperate for

answers, from our physical well being to the wellbeing of our loved ones, to the future of our

livelihoods and to that of our businesses and our countries.

Through FT-led discussions with leaders from around the world, we have tried to assess the

impact of the pandemic so far, what is required for recovery and the long-term implications of

the developing crisis. I trust it has been of value to you in planning for the future.

⏲

http://inside.thenextweb.com/


Thank you for being with us - you are one of 52,297 people who have participated in inaugural

edition of The Global Boardroom.

The second edition of The Global Boardroom is planned on November 11-13, right after the US

elections.

Stats

Quality of discussion was exceptional during each panel and individual
presentation.
— Founder & Chair, MPA Global 

100+ media articles

https://globalboardroom.ft.com/


ABOUT INSIDE TNW

Here you can get a sneak peak inside TNW, the stuff we don't publish on our media platform. In case you have
missed it... TNW is a global digital brand that inspires and connects people who love tech, through media,
events and services. 
We have several branches: Media, Events, Intelligence, Innovation services and Spaces, that all build onto each
other to create a virtuous circle of awesomeness for the tech ecosystem.

Want to know more? What is TNW?

You are delivering a tremendous value of content which is a welcome respite
during this time. The caliber of speakers and discussion are incredible. 
— Founder, Corporate Board Millennial 

The Showreel

Probably the best surrogate for a physical event I've attended since the crisis
began. Speakers are thoughtfully chosen, articulate and well prepared. 
— Manager, IESE Business School 
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